Merocyanine 540 as a fluorescent probe of altered membrane phospholipid asymmetry in activated whole blood platelets.
Platelet activation leads to the loss of a natural asymmetry of membrane phospholipids (PL) and the subsequent exposure of negatively charged PL in platelets with procoagulant activity that can be monitored routinely with annexin V (AN-V). Flow cytometric analysis of merocyanine 540 (MC540) binding may be the alternate choice for the monitoring of platelet procoagulant activity. Due to the increased partition of negatively charged phosphatidylserine (PS) in the membrane outer leaflet of activated platelets, the interaction with MC540 is reduced. Collagen, which facilitated platelet PL bilayer symmetrization, vastly reduced MC540 fluorescence and augmented AN-V binding to platelets. Such a collagen-induced symmetrization was further augmented in the presence of thrombin receptor-activating peptide (TRAP, SFLLRNPNDKYEPF). In the presence of VO(4) ((-3)) (the inhibitor of aminophospholipid translocase), the rebuilt of membrane asymmetry was attenuated, which resulted in further reduced MC540 fluorescence and enhanced AN-V binding in activated cells. In platelets incubated with thapsigargin, the inhibitor of platelet tubular system Ca(2+) ATP-ase, which elevates intraplatelet Ca(2+) concentration, TRAP increased AN-V and reduced MC540 binding. The chelating of Ca(2+) with EGTA outside of activated platelets reduced AN-V binding, but did not affect MC540-positive platelets. The fluctuations in reduced staining with MC540 paralleled enhanced AN-V binding (r = -0.481, P < 0.01), especially for strong "procoagulant" activating agents. (1) MC540 may be used in whole blood flow cytometry for the monitoring of platelet membrane symmetrization as an alternate or compounding method to AN-V. (2) Platelet staining with MC540 is sensitive to the fluctuations in the intraplatelet [Ca(2+)] during platelet activation. (3) Use of MC540 is characterized by improved diagnostic precision and reliability compared with AN-V.